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Tom Taylor, JUMPING, FLASHING:
Freedom is expensive,” Bill said, trying to give voice to the price of personal liberation. Surely,
free association must consist in its perfect form as its opposite, what we are used to, that is, in
the strangulation into public pubic discourse, as has, so let, it goes, just as a style is also a
behavior, not to be remiss or over stuffed, not to go too far, that is, but how as jumps the line
between seeming and saying, how you picked up the later fonts for assignation in the particulars
of disuse you hold and say affirmed how and thus its this and thus, to seem as set in saying not
to be anything but what’s other, how the jump itself an indication of what’s been left and what’s
been assigned as perfect and distant, the jump itself propelled by what it acclaimed to in its
destination of absolutes, the this of This!
Driven into the nose of defeat, who gives a rowdy ratfuck what you put down, it’s that sort of
challenge that drives into word choice like a cowboy Cat D-9 rumbling down your brain in a
disaster of sorts and givens, but here it is, unlike any other misuse of consciousness itself, the
jump into being the sacred scared driven out of the leap into magnificence, choosing what
comes after fuck in the lexicon of words given and words driven into the pleasance of your own
heat licking at her fumes like an unknown zone looming before you in all its reassurance and
complexity, with neither assurance nor defeat lingering in your own heat, you spill forward in
some insolence or dexterity of allowances and intimations…
At start and locked into borrowed vocabularies, dictions, syntaxes, the whole trap of history, I
neglected forward out of pure denial, that if a word came up through the mechanisms of
selection and association, I would jump as far in the other direction as possible, I would JUMP
out of the norm into its undeniable, associational, negational Other.



Andy Weaver, Divining the Derivers: Anarchy and the Practice of Derivative Poetics in Robert
Duncan and John Cage -- An examination of their poetry in combination shows how their
derivative poetics serve the same goal (of creating didactic poetry bent on convincing the reader
of the ethics of anarchy) through different paths, and it also provides insight into why each writer
used a poetics of derivation in the fashion he did. In the end, what the comparison shows is that
Duncan’s poetry stresses that the individual is proof of the efficacy of the community, while
Cagean derivative poetry illustrates that the community is proof of the efficacy of the individual.

John Cage, Preface to Lecture on the Weather, 1976: It may seem to some that through the
use of chance operations I run counter to the spirit of Thoreau (and ’76, and revolution for that
matter). The fifth paragraph of Walden speaks against blind obedience to a blundering oracle.
However, chance operations are not mysterious sources of “the right answers.” They are a
means of locating a single one among a multiplicity of answers, and, at the same time, of
freeing the ego from its taste and memory, its concerns for profit and power, of silencing the ego
so that the rest of the world has a chance to enter into the ego’s own experience, whether that
be outside or inside.
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Seth Siegelaub -- Conceptual art has a role in relation to the general development of capitalism
and the growth of the service sector, as part of the shift from the manufacturing industry and the
making of objects to office work and to some of the great goals of US capitalism, and the
advertising, communication and entertainment industries.
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Stewart Home: I'm not really interested in defending THE ASSAULT ON CULTURE, the book
was written a long time ago by someone I once might have been, am certainly no longer, and
who doesn't really interest me. However, I don't understand why you say that the book has 'to
be judged by academic standards,' since once you get past first impressions, it ought to be clear
to anyone that the text isn't intended as an academic work and that it is completely pointless to
judge it as such. The title might suggest a 'history or even a theoretical work' to someone
unfamiliar with sixties freak culture, but the phrase is actually taken from rhetoric employed by
the likes of John Sinclair of the White Panthers, and then picked up by people like Richard
Neville, editor of OZ and author of PLAY POWER. (1995)
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anyone. earlier caliper swerve
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
4:03 PM (20 hours ago)

to Warren, Warren
total assault on the culture
ed sanders
august 1962
from a secret location on the lower east side

Warren Fry
9:28 AM (2 hours ago)

to me
wow!

This is cool!  I'll have to print it out at school to look at it closer.  Tomorrow I was thinking it would
be fun to shoot some hoops as well as hang out.  If your down I could come over a bit early, like
5:00 or 6.  I have meeting after school with girl interested in zine culture but probably wont take
to long.  Do you have a basketball?

W

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

http://cdn.realitystudio.org/images/bibliographic_bunker/fuck_you/fuck-you-press-pdfs/fuck-you.04.pdf


12:24 PM (0 minutes ago)

to Warren
the whole series is here
http://realitystudio.org/bibliographic-bunker/fuck-you-press-archive/
it's a treasure

basketball sounds great
let's see how i'm feeling tomorrow
i've been feeling a little ragged lately

In November 1968, Fifth Estate published the "White Panther State/meant". This manifesto,
written by John Sinclair and emulating the Black Panthers, ended with a ten-point program:

1. Full endorsement and support of the Black Panther Party's 10-point program and platform.
2. Total assault on the culture by any means necessary, including rock and roll, dope, and
fucking in the streets.
3. Free exchange of energy and materials—we demand the end of money!
4. Free food, clothes, housing, dope, music, bodies, medical care—everything free for every
body!
5. Free access to information media—free the technology from the greed creeps!
6. Free time & space for all humans—dissolve all unnatural boundaries!
7. Free all schools and all structures from corporate rule—turn the buildings over to the people
at once!
8. Free all prisoners everywhere—they are our comrades!
9. Free all soldiers at once—no more conscripted armies!
10. Free the people from their phony "leaders"—everyone must be a leader—freedom means
free every one! All Power to the People!
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who boots whale horizontal
pigs symmetrical eros seattle
seattle horizontal eros whale
symmetrical boots pigs who
who whale pigs eros boots
horizontal symmetrical seattle
seattle boots symmetrical eros
pigs horizontal whale who

who pigs seattle symmetrical
who horizontal seattle pigs
boots symmetrical horizontal
boots whale symmetrical boots
whale eros eros pigs eros
seattle symmetrical whale

carpenters boots whale horizontal
expectatic symmetrical eros seattle
disease horizontal eros whale
investigative boots pigs who
dispositions whale pigs eros boots
correlation symmetrical seattle
normally boots symmetrical eros
pronouns horizontal whale who

interrogative pigs seattle symmetrical
nothing horizontal seattle pigs
intonat symmetrical horizontal
harmonic whale symmetrical boots
index eros eros pigs eros
entropy symmetrical whale



carpenters boots whale clump
expectatic symmetrical eros peculiar
disease horizontal eros expansion
investigative boots pigs paraphras
dispositions whale pigs eros artifice
correlation symmetrical dormant
normally boots symmetrical mediates
pronouns horizontal whale absorbs

interrogative pigs seattle discarded
nothing horizontal seattle enables
intonat symmetrical phonetic
harmonic whale symmetrical scripts
index eros eros pigs expressivity
entropy symmetrical logic

carpenters bound whale clump
expectatic none eros peculiar
disease roads eros expansion
investigative talk pigs paraphras
dispositions missing pigs eros artifice
correlation overall dormant
normally vast symmetrical mediates
pronouns strictly whale absorbs

interrogative strengthen seattle discarded
nothing exiles seattle enables
intonat seams phonetic
harmonic groundswell symmetrical scripts
index migrated eros pigs expressivity
entropy longstanding logic

whyportkneeintrophywhyportkneeintrophy
yportneentropyyportneentropy



2.3 THE PARAGRAM

Any literary text or work of poetry refers to at least one other text. By the same token, the relationships in the text follow a dialogical
principle. The signifier as a minimal unit is also dual. In this light, the text is seen as "a system of multiple connections that could be
described as a structure of paragrammatic networks" (Kristeva, 1998, 32).

NOTE: THE NETWORK CONCEPT
To speak in terms of a network rather than a linear system implies that each sequence in the text is the outcome and the
beginning of the signifying process, and is therefore dynamic by nature.

In each network, the elements (phonetic, semantic, and syntagmatic) are presented as (signifying) peaks on a graph (the
infiniteness of the entire code); in other words, they are overdetermined elements in the signifying process. Moreover, each peak is
multi-determined in that it necessarily refers to another peak (by correlation), making it a dialogical system. The signifiers are
thereby set in motion, which is why the signifying structure created by them (poetic language) is a moving gram – a paragram. The
following diagram illustrates the permutation of signifiers (peaks) within the space of the entire code.

Diagram of paragrammatic functioning

The minimal interval of the signifier is from 0 to 2; in other words, poetic language provides a way out of the fixedness of signification
in everyday language. For example, the sentence "the table is green", uttered during a visit to a furniture store, would refer in normal
language to an object, "table", which is "green". The same sequence embedded in a poem could refer to quite a number of other
things: "the table of law", "hope" or "nature", for instance; univocity (a 0-1 interval) is impossible in this case. The signifier has no
fixed (monological) meaning; it follows the law of permutation. Just as Saussure demonstrated with his anagrams (see Strobinski,
1971), this action of the signifier (the paragrammatic action) is what allows us to look for the signification "through a signifier torn
asunder by an insistent meaning in action" (translation of Kristeva, 1969, 231). In keeping with the logic of anagrams (in the literal
meaning), where the letters of one word are transposed to form another, the paragram is composed of peaks whose signification
must rely on a logic of multi-determination of meaning, since it is actualized through correlation. Poetic language is not merely a
locus of dynamic (paragrammatic) signification; it is also the locus for the infinite array of possible signifiers, by virtue of the freedom
of combination it establishes. Poetic language is the only linguistic practice to transgress the (0-1) law, or to put it more clearly, the
linear division of the sign into Sr-Sd (signifier-signified).

This text may be reproduced for non-commercial purposes, provided the complete reference is given:
Johanne Prud’homme and Lyne Légaré (2006), « A Semiology of Paragrams », in Louis Hébert (dir.), Signo [online], Rimouski
(Quebec), http://www.signosemio.com/kristeva/semiology-of-paragrams.asp.
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relation to mansions, when
two mid-teems
wordks ensniffed
esteem collaboratively
janitor-sky eggwlatz, steps
phantom goat collar
engaging gagging gaggle of

monetized salami, this
is what, visibility of time
nose-barbed aria root
tiger, slack by the spur, the
twist indelible hotel munch.

rainbow crosses bone mantra,
twist indelible hotel munch



dressed in a woven goat,
tiger, slack by the spur, the
relation to mansions, when
nose-barbed aria root
two mid-teems
is what, visibility of time

wordks ensniffed
monetized salami, this
esteem collaboratively
engaging gagging gaggle of
phantom goat collar
janitor-sky eggwlatz, steps

soap bubbles crosses bone mantra,
garbage indelible hotel munch
helix what, visibility of time
butterflies mid-teems
gadget-barbed aria root
rhetorical goat collar
trash-sky eggwlatz, steps
flees gagging gaggle of
textures in a woven goat,
purify collaboratively
broom, slack by the spur, the
balloon to mansions, when
sweep salami, this subtracts ensniffed

as soon as exam futh-both
in the even uneven facts,



and is, some of the,
event or crockpot (that the
potato itself is structure),
one straw into the sorking
fain, disconeefe forms,
as well as, beyond whir

towards, full of refinished
beholden (are the
abstract fruits increasing
and traduced?), mimic
their derational transgress,
curtails rippled closer.

subdued soon as exam futh-both
trotting the even uneven facts,
desirable is, some of the,
napkins rippled closer
stove or crockpot (that the
interior itself is structure),
plot, disconeefe forms,
gravitate well as, beyond whir
wings, full of refinished
transaction (are the
explicable fruits increasing
flew traduced?), mimic
bohemian derational transgress,
consummate straw into the sorking

subdued littered futh-both
trotting groping facts,



desirable trail the,
stumbling
stove (puzzles the
interior alienation),
apart,
gravitate sufficient whir
wings, defeat
(flare
immediate
conditions?),
parallel,
consummate vault sorking

iro-lamb is lathe tepic appeared frog.
riffs bed of thought to exploit when
heals doing about interrupted.
intention was transmissions razor.
diamond griffon collapse in the
pink box rapture skulls rough
thinking outside veiled the lingering
eye. relative charts thread the same
wildlife translucently natural. bones
hand-made synthetic interventions
endangered inanimate surfaces.
what is this thing doing? doing what?
the key. it has nothing to do with
chess. mango critique flat track.

mind is lathe tepic appeared frog.
frankly bed of thought to exploit when



state doing about interrupted.
domestic was transmissions razor.
cat dish griffon collapse in the
fireworks box rapture skulls rough
peek outside veiled the lingering
lawnmower. relative charts thread the same
hectic translucently natural. bones
bathroom synthetic interventions
private inanimate surfaces.
surprises is this thing doing? doing what?
hardly key. it has nothing to do with
knock. mango critique flat track.

mind is mother-of-pearl appeared frog.
frankly flesh clumps to exploit when
state tulips interrupted.
domestic was stewed tomatoes razor.
cat dish spray-paint collapse in the
fireworks halloween skulls rough
peek rat-blessed lingering
lawnmower. seaweed thread the same
hectic firesqueak. bones
bathroom earlobe interventions
private boot camp surfaces.
surprises is this thing lipstick? doing what?
hardly key. swans slept to do with
knock. guinea pigs flat track.

mind is mother-of-pearl merchants frog.
frankly flesh clumps riding when



state tulips throat.
domestic was stewed tomatoes branch.
cat dish spray-paint eat
fireworks halloween rosetta rough
peek rat-blessed planetary
lawnmower. seaweed polluted
hectic firesqueak. bulletproof
bathroom earlobe basilica
private boot camp pomegranate.
surprises is this thing lipstick? imperial martyrs?
hardly key. swans slept metabolic darwin
knock. guinea pigs horse-possession.

John Crouse and Jim Leftwich
ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FORTY SIX

jut might language: "shave hammer pearls"
metallic dealer dissonant: "have ammer earls"
picket heaven bacterium: "shav hamme pearl"
negate outside shave: "hav amme earl"
slave spam hammer: "ha amm ear"
involve bottom pearls: "h am ea"
pocket reverse hardship: "shave hammer pearls"
burial brutal shipshape: "have ammer earls"
demand smooch ointment: "shav hamme pearl"
taco circumstance burrito: "hav amme earl"
torque accolade antonym: "ha amm ear"
acid stalwart accordance: "h am ea."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY



crack philander angst: "spoon guess loops"
tiny personal rarity: "sage scribble glance"
snort informal thyme: "layers reach revolve"
revise turgid relapse: "snit ink crock"
enriching prolixity narcotic: "flows hear hat"
playboy amanuensis grapevine: "ladle fleck camel"
insurgence camera disguise: "manual lists grid"
described defective chapter: "mail sonic plunder"
passage lady solvent: "bane epoxy rictus"
blooper hatred lecture: "vaunt haptic dice"
suggests cheer proxy: "wine tick elopes"
sponsor following banana: "parsley clarity against."
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mathematical watches, grain
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pianos, fishing knit castles,
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the sun, hydroelectric luster,
snakes fled during egyptian
conquest, 100 years before
the invention of telescopes.

face nothing fairground
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distorting imprisoned windows
bleeding accidental nerves
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hurl corollas slightly stems
bristle restricted ratio
curl noodles folded inch
mineral hairless bruise
rowboat synapses twittering

wheezing placebo amendment
such thoughts desired no excuse
gingerly dentists garage
leashed fingers egg-drain climbing
tormented egoic dangers
eyeholes runaround popped
shell-games migrant flashes
abnormal passionate denial
carry-out blundering deathbank
carnival stomach knee-belt
purified fruitless risks
hellishly nixon swaddling
fog chicken bubbles clothesline
pesters distraught indifference
mussed toes darling boxers

peanuts debreeder bean escape
the kung-clan immediate family
chronic peas chicken dribbling
in rare cases even 10 feet long
gleaming lichen scientist shakes
shrubs in which the seeds are naked
cream-capitalist fungus slit
to educate their own children
lingerie slouched nostril inversion
enemies of the nicene creed
junk flags battering spray
in england before the conquest
doorways liquid flies cornflakes
fish-shaped with a circular dawn
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structor ALLIGATOR mired
object DRAPERY curacy
graceful AMONG penitent
investigative COSMOGONY token

PHER, PARMENIDES, BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN WRIT

attire COMMUNITY clothing
prevail COMMON modesty
derived PROTECTION desire
beauty ANCIENT divided

AMERICA. ON THE DISSOLUTION OF THE LATTER,

skirt TROUSERS climactic
extremes CIVILIZATION sheltered

OF FRANCE, NOTED FOR THE EXCELLENCE OF ITS
CHINA. THE CHINESE COSTUME IS PARTICULARLY
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WORN with a suit but front the
TOGA extrajudicial expenses in
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HAVE the simple beauty of thinks
ACCUSA the chinese in common

river within the passing
river crossing forces
smashed burning cities
the stream into pillage
swarmed and stubborn
the defeat island
swarming plaster



above weeks consisted
of tiny fought
smoothe counted wounded
the nearly repeated
blasted cave to bodies
missing annihilation
into the sea

bastion plastered fleet
fire as they pour steel
into the storm
island shells
belch point blank
volcanic initials
hurling the leather beach

the defeat island island shells
swarming plaster blasted cave to
bodies above weeks consisted belch
point blank of tiny fought
bastion plastered fleet smoothe counted
wounded volcanic initials the nearly
repeated fire as they pour
steel missing annihilation into the
storm into the sea hurling
the leather the leather beach
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meter of topsoil. work
between the cracks, where
the voice starts dancing.
Cyriacus of Ancona (1391 —
1455) was a restless Italian
humanist who traveled around
the Eastern Mediterranean,
noting down his
archaeological discoveries
in his day-book, Commentaria.
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descriptive definitions
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defiant desloate despair
demanding deserters deluxe
demons demolition,
introduced into the fire
suddenly channelclang in
freedom, water tent-flap
boa constrictor balboa
boat-bot bonafide bones.
There’s an anecdote, says
Vsevolod Nekrasov: a
Soviet worker came five
minutes late to work and
was liquidated for treason
and sabotage. Another came
five minutes early and was
liquidated for arson. A
third came on time and was
liquidated for being too
formal. was and S. no one.
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of our snow. we walk
together in the fish
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lunch with a goat, the
mysteries themselves
remain, remain unclear.
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dried up, the fishes
collect together on the
land. Than that they
should moisten one
another there by the
damp about them, and
keep one another wet by
their slime, it would be
better for them to forget
one another in the rivers
and lakes. But if you
could hide the world in
the world, so that there
was nowhere to which it
could be removed, this
would be the grand
reality of the
ever-during
Thing.
Rimbaud described the
literary project, a letter
to a friend, entitled, "I
say you have to be a fortune
teller, becomes mentally."
Then only 17 gut utopias.
Ruins of linguistic vision
is a long, soaring, and
thought-derangement of all
the sentiences. All forms of
love, of leaves, of loaves,
of suffering, of surfing, of
surfaces, of madness, of
marketing, of magic-markers,
he seeks to exhaust all
poisons, keeping only the
essential. "Unspeakable
endurance test where he
needs all faith, all
unemployment, all human
power" that converts
between the great quotation,
the great urinal, the great
curveball, "and the Supreme



Wisdom" because it reaches
the unknown. 1. Demolition
of the emotivist
instrumentalities of the
manager’s culture
entails systematic
demolition of the agent of
demolition. (1) The
managerial barbarism of
contemporary aesthetic
discourse is no indication
that things will always be
like this.
there is a bistro with no silver hour.
a beetle fuse alibi sizzles, omen
of ruined delusions.
night eyes
wear their nouns
like foam.
among orphan fires
teenage nails insomnia
gradual gates forget.
one thing
or everything
leads to another
unblinking shoe.
disappear forth, as if embracing in
a corner, arrived,
hidden too late forbidden.
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art maid ton glue tie dby author ity



art nothing mad second tone along
glue rarely tie attire dby light
author away ity little art happens

nothing maid mad where second ton
tone collar along glue glue rarely
effortless tie tie attire violins
drive-by life light authors author

value away itty-bitty night little
still art happens nothing sunset
mad maid where second unlabored
tone ton collar along prophet glue

glue rarely effortless reach tie
tie attire violins source drive bye

orange latex-free tarot dialectic.
where does pornography put
forward liner notes of
the eighteenth century stereo
revolutions, or just beneath
the indeterminate? the
pornography recalls two thinkers
in historical detail,
complementary lens of late
interpretive structures, present
in destabilized verities. we now
have marxist pornography,
textual pornography, and ambient
pornography, at the level
of minimal content. ambient
pornography invites the
designified release of apparent
echo. textual pornography,
located at the origin of
fried plankton, playing at
departure around each
innovation. investigations at



the threshold of analytical
perception understate marxist
pornography, thus reading
the critique against
a tension of subjective
structures. banana peel hard
drive jello. considering the
piano decays with no relational
sheen. rupture proximity chocolate.
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radius facets unbearable burnt
elephant
weaves knife to seal
disturbance

desire to reinvent the
mundane
pine trees oceanic jewel
dining

imaginatic mu rece refe
reveals
sporl dire philha po
nebraska
disturbance imaginatic mu
rece refe radius
facets unbearable burnt
mundane elephant desire



to reinvent the
weaves knife to
seal dining sporl
dire philha po
reveals pine trees
oceanic jewel nebraska

butcher dire philha po senate
disturbance imaginatic mu stalactite reveals
pine trees cologne seal dining
sporl goldrush weaves knife to
anti rece refe radius dustbowl
to reinvent the hamburger mundane
elephant desire lineated facets unbearable
burnt akademgorod oceanic jewel nebraska

sporl goldrush weaves knife
to apartment burnt akademgorod
oceanic jewel nebraska reservoir
elephant desire lineated facets
unbearable sandstorm anti rece
refe radius dustbowl machine
to reinvent the hamburger
mundane customs pine trees
cologne seal dining flawless
disturbance imaginatic mu stalactite
reveals feldspar butcher dire
philha po senate bamboo

ZEQEZAZAQZEEAZAQEZAQEZAE
bastion philha po senate bamboo simultaneous
reveals feldspar butcher dire mimics
disturbance imaginatic mu stalactite
destruction sporl goldrush



weaves knife
disorderly
cologne seal
dining flawless parasitic
mundane customs pine trees
scientists to reinvent the hamburger
ephemeral to apartment burnt akademgorod eating
refe radius dustbowl machine parade
oceanic jewel nebraska reservoir
charade elephant desire
lineated facets
crusade
unbearable sandstorm
anti rece estimating

exeqxqaexaqxqexaxexeexaqex
aqxaeqaexqexaeqeqaxqsxaeq

bastion philha po senate bamboo
simultaneous orange latex-free tarot
dialectic. where does pornography put
crucible cologne seal forward liner
notes of the eighteenth century
stereo revolutions, or just beneath
suit soot foot root rot
sock suite the indeterminate? the
unbearable sandstorm crux flux pornography
recalls two thinkers reveals feldspar
butcher dire mimics in historical
detail, refe radius dustbowl machine
parade lineated facets well-willing
welt-willing welt-wilting well-
wilting complementary lens of late
interpretive structures, present in destabilized



verities. we now have marxist
pornography, weaves knife disturbance imaginatic
mu stalactite textual pornography, and
ambient pornography, at the level
anti rece estimating of minimal
content. ambient dining flawless parasitic
scientists to reinvent the hamburger
oceanic jewel nebraska reservoir charade
elephant desire pornography invites the
disorderly designified release of apparent
echo. textual pornography,  located at
the origin of fried plankton,
playing at soot suit foot
root rot sock suite departure
around each destruction sporl goldrush
innovation. investigations at the threshold
of analytical perception understate marxist
pornography, thus reading the critique
against mundane customs pine trees
well-willing welt-willing welt-
wilting well-wilting crusade a
tension of subjective structures. banana
peel hard drive jello. considering
the piano decays with no
relational ephemeral to apartment burnt
akademgorod eating sheen rupture proximity
cadillac chocolate cantaloupe jackets junket.

have a shaved dance of your complete.
mask with an L complete elation
quite P the spree th
riots of to-do lists while
the revolute. why body humms movies
no, they frighten the
porkface maskchase, eyes designed?
what it to breath when
flying for wash to image.
in which a strange copy because.
think during speaking suddenly leaving



things after
noise foam
violent foreign videotape drugs
in america. itself confuse the walls
like a 19th cannibal O, like
the R in the kits to B. have a shaved
axe with no intentional
interiors. sticks like a stik-vac
to their microwave air conditioners.
the little peaks at mouth trouble
where hands chokes nowhere in america.
wants to butter the
thinks with sunbeam,
that sets, animals on fire in
stolen shrouds. are tongue not
cubicle and ear? intentional
suburban communities. shopping is
already also subjective. utopia is a
mirage. the idea of utopia is a
fake mirage. the site of the fake is
real. have in the example (fruit)
with verse washing machine teenage
dawns fucking beneath the
clothesline? it is starlings lost
twisting sands, goatgrease
cigarettes. squid chair outlives in
pounce horse, fang, both of
them, books about wolves and
tweezers. butterflies weal fashit
fashionally the if, the
make-it-up, the anemone-machine as
we go along, influence without an
office, slivers of rimbaud, nobody,
countries, descriptions,
putty knife,
whole bloated biologies,
nouns plague the original grid with
unevenly individual emphasis. the
opposite of lipfever eyes.
unwield to be is rinse are
socks and property, died,
carrot knees, who are
corrupt are the declarations



of their things. through
the werewolf fallow humans
mousetrap, refrain from
all beats, appendix populous
opposites of rimbaud. flour
the multiple portals to
a sea. not a word of
latitude to comb the
sleepless institutes. they
are novels, fire-hydrants,
sit-down strikes. unleaded
communities, aesthetic
too mind talking intricate
strands of exile.
is.
about.
now.
path (pith).
lard.
tame.
tome.
hand.
wound.
toe.
21st century.
people prior to
romanticism were startled by:
captivation;
pummeled;
spoon;
guerilla relativity;
marshmallows in
summer with
theatrical angst.
dispel glassblower unlikely
multiple. absurd peculiar
emerging collisions.
the merging of romanticism
with decontextualized
collaboration explores/explodes
an exemplary hybridity
of/as utopian. the blast was
the latest accident. citizen



route reveals weather
infrastructure. hints.
compliance. helium storm
sentence. electromagnetic
threshold. abandoned
antenna. incoherent
napoleonic pulses.
unequivocal dada sedition
cannot be deduced from the
convergence of social
disciplines.

Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity (2000)
Whatever else the present stage in the history of modernity is,
It is also, perhaps above all, post-Panoptical. What mattered in
Panopticon was that the people in charge were assumed always to
"be there', nearby, in the controlling tower. What matters in
post-Panoptical power-relations is that the people operating the
levers of power on which the fate of the less volatile partners
in the relationship depends can at any moment escape beyond reach
- into sheer inaccessibility.
The end of Panopticon augurs the end of the era of mutual
engagement: between the supervisors and the supervised, capital
and labour, leaders and their followers, armies at war. The prime
technique of power is now escape, slippage, elision and avoidance,
the effective rejection of any territorial confinement with its
cumbersome corollaries of order-building, order-maintenance and
the responsibility for the consequences of it all as well as of
the necessity to bear their costs.

Clarence Hoag and George Hallett, Proportional Representation (1926)
The earliest statement of the proportional ideal that we have found
was made by Mirabeau in 1789. In a speech before the Assembly of
Provence on January 30th of that year he declared: "A representative
body is to the nation what a chart is for the physical configuration
of its soil: in all its parts, and as a whole, the representative
body should at all times present a reduced picture of the people
their opinions, aspirations, and wishes, and that presentation



should bear the relative proportion to the original precisely as a
map brings before us mountains and dales, rivers and lakes, forests
and plains, cities and towns. The finer should not be crushed out by
the more massive substance, and the latter not be excluded; the
value of each element  is dependent upon its importance to the whole
and for the whole."
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atoms by molecular facts liquids,
shall whose both negative by committee,
flow spill spray leak flood drip seep

sage stage bid birds
so separation
signifies arrangements
bonding that prior



only the fact
liquids
original maintained
ing tutes ing the this

many metaphors these lighter
lightning mobilities
than inclined then cubic
ate thin drenched the solids

still dissolves are not
easily seep spill
at the bottom of ous mistake

predict this.
again.

in matters cancel that
time of times
stantly (irrrrreverent)
fluids also already
(ressssssssssssssssist)
dimensions
neither fix nor hold
store content
at controlled
room temp



atoms shall flow
by whose spill
molecular broth
spray facts
negative leap
liquids by flood
committee drip
seep storms by
molecular rays
negative squids
committee shale
rose both facets
heap by drip flow
still foods sleep

ing along? inception? these
moral winds
confident communist coins
mulch tooth the "spirit"
determined "hand" solid is
time and intention
-- a vowel -- a towhee --
thereby their beliefs
and "liquid" factions.
lettuce, order brave new
worlds of bland and
improved salads;
preferably ancient what
were demned already
rusty and unreliable. a
fairytale of power
motivates the discovery of
inverted solidity. much
tattoo frozen in
profane toothpaste regime.



to order, two order, too
order, order, too order,
borders, two order, borders
two orders to order.
foremost frostghost of
rational chicken-business
coats and ties would have it,
bonds undertoken complex
expose, unnamed rules of
action, pustules to compete.

dint However singly
ing-fatal
sealed things is not options
perpetually stratagems
Between real
even less cows
clearly unlikely freedoms
farming dystopian
vehicles.
contraryachievedenslavement;
by emerged rightly
choose them "releasing"
increased markets,
ing-escape
ing-system
each has desks captured
ingly-inside
tables
should-be would-be
desire.
has reside. tions,
appeal-possible
extant reallocationhappening
mined
their
decisions grit ... under
ask yourself,
family, hood
"dead" sparks upon "modernity"
(1999), in another



co-ordination collective
fluids process
turns thrown redirection
redirected. choices melting
flowers like hereditary
circumstances.
new family,
new zombie,
new condiments,
new ruthless human conditions,
new patterrrns,
new paranormal luthier,
new albeit franchised,
new invert,
new teapot,
new corridor,
new coriander,
new leaf before such endemic individuals.
rather tasks bent
constraining peach
self-these
genuine numerous given self-
constructing vidual epoch
eyepatch eggpoach pre-design
there are no trees guided solely
by a short supply of
subsequent orientations. niche-free
realistic conditions,
continuous
(blueprints stripped of compromise)
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modernity practice modernity
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traced waters
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tend to be wrapped
cepts around which

this book is
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tion, albeit in
dead and alive

narratives like zombies
way and call

immediate setting of
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found change which
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perpetual effort - and
fluids in shape

keeping them in
do not keep
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has now come.
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bility for failure
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the principal tool of
means of mobility and
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history panopticon what
panopticon confrontation panopticon
quires panopticon responsibility
panopticon place panopticon
willy-nilly panopticon attended
panopticon hire panopticon
ings panopticon cumbersome
panopticon residents panopticon
strategy panopticon burdened
panopticon absentee panopticon
routine panopticon objects
panopticon straints panopticon
tension panopticon flow
panopticon managers panopticon
tion panopticon model
panopticon resulting panopticon
built panopticon exercise
panopticon denying panopticon
secret panopticon managers
panopticon manifold panopticon
secure panopticon domination
panopticon facility panopticon

haps mainly) for its
syndrome. engaging reluctance was
striking; whatever strategies deployed



this new sky to
responsibility for bearsome corollaries
the effective technique of
labor engagement ends into
sheer relationship depends levers
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who are seldom catfish with its results
and always eagles to correct them.
who are seldom ancestors with its results
and always logo to correct them.
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ef eium
society oquilibrium
eeeds; olace
numan everything
tuture - non,
oertakings.

ef eium numan everything
berms, be tuture - non,
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ahich two =odernity
society oquilibrium
ewn. oertakings. the ern

berms, benuman everything numan everything
exust =uchef eium oertakings.
ewn. tuture - non, oertakings.
eeeds; olace the ern ahicheeeds; olace
two =odernity society oquilibrium
the ern ahicheeeds; olace tuture - non,
ef eium oertakings. ewn. tuture - non,
society oquilibrium exust =uchef eium oertakings.
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happening fragmented
loops after
earrings

amoint at time? as
material that line
a slippery

certainty. seerms
plastic opposition
if orgasm eyes

in anything ordinary
psychic reality:
chair-magic fighting

out on a climb.

no archetype exaggerates
anti-globe. rainbow
astronaut layering fish.

dress in a poem about
no so much
another costume.

nose at reality



forgets form
layering currency
repeats the non
circular mosaic

1. multidimensional anti-narrative struggles
2. multidirectional anti-sense visceral

non
the non
non

there are one of the flew
breaks thinking
temporal possession
within the agency of linear
fragments narrative
outside the culturally
specific cave

fracturing
that deny
inhabiting
hammering
hammering
future vessels upon
individual myths



velvet vessel have
torn story
built instead of
history or psychology
hammering inhabits
denied
fracturing

numerous thirst room volumes.
corridor door.
gate street.
the rules of twenty-nine in the sink.
migratory kitchen staircase.

Meredith Monk, January 1970: Most people
only think of the containers, the names,
the certain times, the repeatability, the
objecthood. In theater process, mixture -
category-lessness - is not understood.
Sometimes inconsistency is actually
consistency. It is the conscious effort at
inconsistency which is consistency.
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alienated vers expressive
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self-dissolves unreliable

quarantined ramifications
punish
contingent limitations

risks our limits through
promiscuous multiplicities

fingernails depersonalize
self-coherent
interpretations within flesh
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decisinoonsno noreciprocity

Tomislav Butkovic
Jul 11 (1 day ago)

to me
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jul/10/nsa-duckduckgo-gabriel-weinberg-prism

been using it since 2011

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
Jul 11 (1 day ago)

to Tomislav
checking it out
looks interesting

Tomislav Butkovic Jul 11 (1 day ago)
still gotta read that other stuff you sent... not enough time in the day...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
Jul 11 (1 day ago)

to Tomislav
i'm bouncing around
nomadic reading
today mostly reading about meredith monk

http://voiceisalanguage.wordpress.com/2010/04/19/text-meredith-monk-interviewed-by-isla-leav
er-yap/

so now i'm sending even more links to you
when you've just said not enough time in the day

Tomislav Butkovic 2:19 PM (22 hours ago)
Good, good. I only have about 50 unread links from you; need more.



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
7:38 PM (17 hours ago)

to Tomislav
let me know when you catch up, i'll send you some more

Tomislav Butkovic 10:50 PM (14 hours ago)
only sent out a few tlps and i've already got a ton of stuff. blurr, bennett,...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:03 PM (14 hours ago)

to Tomislav
oh yeah,  that's how it works - dive in -  the
more you send the more you receive (axiom
#1 of the eternal network) - my days of
frenetic activity are behind me - the more
you do it the more amazing it is - but don't
take my word for it - you want some more
addresses?

Tomislav Butkovic 11:17 PM (13 hours ago)
i have barely scratched the surface, trying to do a little bit of everything....

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:59 PM (13 hours ago)

to Tomislav
the surface will be good enough. infinite textures to enjoy and explore.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
10:21 PM (14 hours ago)

to Scott



managers cannot provide any assurance
about whether such limitations exist

Scott MacLeod 11:26 PM (13 hours ago)
managers provide limitations

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:29 PM (13 hours ago)

to Scott
part of a sentence from the pfizer book
started working on it earlier today

Scott MacLeod 11:50 PM (13 hours ago)
of course
good
I'm off to Nevada for a couple days tomorrow - that's good too

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:57 PM (13 hours ago)

to Scott
Ubu, The Manager
a perversion it has occurred to me to explore

Scott MacLeod 12:08 AM (12 hours ago)
ooh that's good

Scott MacLeod 1:05 AM (12 hours ago)
I think you should be able to see this: https://www.facebook.com/scottmmacleo...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
1:19 AM (11 hours ago)

to Scott
nice

i haven't made a lot of progress with the pfizer book
just getting started



Scott MacLeod 1:37 AM (11 hours ago)
I was originally only going to use words from its text, but that proved to be...

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
12:27 PM (40 minutes ago)

to Scott
i'll probably use several strategies/processes.
associational drift...

John Crouse and Jim Leftwich

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY ONE

snail copper asphalt: "snail noun pomp"
adverse burrow act: "snail noun award"
knee truck minnow: "adverse noun pomp"
disease cheeks list: "snail spit award"
pomp smelter tassel: "snail noun knee"
award smear halter: "adverse hatchet pomp"
pencil locksmith ark: "snail disease award"
temper rowboat keen: "knee disease pomp"
feed angle chipping: "pomp noun feed"
hatchet sparrow lung: "feed snail disease"
spit linking doubtful: "snail temper pomp"
noun annex loafer: "noun pencil knee."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY TWO

pork cloudburst enamel: "shimmer pimple ache"
tested worst footfall: "shimmer purple ache"



blueberry beer conking: "simmer duple ache"
anvil listen spaceship: "summer dimple ache"
pebble lotion atlas: "hummer ample bake"
sprinkle cawing deform: "stammer sample brake"
shadow logger button: "hammer simple cake"
skin apology cornrow: "clamor dimple lake"
tune slammed escape: "clam double lock"
ache haircut prologue: "clump trouble clock"
pimple chapbook eel: "limp treble dock"
shimmer living trident: "lamp dribble duck."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY THREE

locker plainsong knuckles: " pig waiter hero"
hydrant apple dread: "gash naked butane"
giggle equation mailbox: "taurus flock warp"
twerp sentiment zero: "goggles hybrid clock"
blockade damsel teeth: "hemp taller tiller"
torque spangle inkblot: "seed towel stare"
belt polestar roughhouse: "wrangle smell time"
snakebite bowl lavish: "quake dapper birdsong"
gasoline feedbag shrimp: "snide frog cloud"
heroin artillery loudspeaker: "crimp ravishing birdhouse"
waterfall telltale blog: "snot teeth zoo"
pigeon champ riptide: "sail deed buckles."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR

ditch locket sonnet: "bonnet hornet vomit"
sundial rabbit screw: "comet hobbit habit"



shovel dove inkjet: "bonnet comet hornet"
tension who insist: "hobbit vomit habit"
peach leer talcum: "bonnet hobbit comet"
banana rash sleek: "vomit hornet habit"
lover chimp nosegay: "bonnet vomit hobbit"
oilcan keel sternum: "hornet comet habit"
drums odor smiles: "bonnet bonnet hornet"
semicolon are licking: "vomit vomit comet"
sunshine pillow reefer: "hobbit hobbit habit"
rake genuflect glower: "vomit hornet bonnet."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE

bonnet chipper brother: "chipper hipper hopper"
schooner monkey noon: "chopper flipper flapper"
allowance barn torpid: "chipper chopper hipper"
signature lean cycle: "flipper hopper flapper"
talon finishes concrete: "chipper flipper chopper"
populate equal cram: "hopper hipper flapper"
heart fingers rotting: "chipper hopper flipper"
hamstring pit spanks: "hipper chopper flapper"
moor stingray mustache: "chipper hipper chipper"
seizes lipstick wormhole: "hopper chopper hopper"
recycle truth yawns: "flipper flapper flipper"
pickle ligature tanks: "chipper hopper flipper."
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gate to fill



gate to file
gate too full
gate to fold
gate to field
gate to feel
gate to peel
gate to yield
gate too foul
gate to pull
gate too vile
gate to smile
gate to mold
gate to mild
gate to null
gate too null
gate to mull
gate to hull
gate to dull
gate too dull
gate to dial
gate to dole
gate to mole
gate to hole
gate to sole
gate to soul
gate to soil
gate to foil
gate to roil
gate to rile
gate to role
gate to real
gate too real
gate to meal
gate to meat
gate to eat
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pick



ant asp
ask
sat
kite
cope
in cane
at
is
bodis
tin
ton
bank
tank
catt
kinn
as
pink
tic
kit
cap
pie
casket
can
ten
back
pack

tew don
ebbs a coconut

meil
40job wyd

pick pack
ant asp back
ask ten
sat can



kite casket
cope pie
in cane cap
at kit
is tic
bodis pink
tin as
ton kinn
bank catt
tank

pick pack tank
ant asp back bank catt
ask ten ton kinn
sat can tin as
kite casket bodis pink
cope pie is tic
in cane cap at kit
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asemic sardine packmank, sleep
is nothing
if not the attractive edge of
a meaning.  intkressing.
purple crickets snitkit, but
it works like a hat on a
purple cat. valuable
everyday myth-eaten fascinations.
amazed that the lampstands are
cymbals! glitch into
snessfuul trench. trinkets
trending haven of the hat
transcendent mechanical pie-garde



"couch of the nervous eye"
letters are methods separated
by failures of the possible.
response spontaneous against
essence, eager about the skull.
meat-same dubious inarch.
meatsame. in-arch. structures
misconceive established
scarecrows. which would howl
the howitzers meat-gift,
howling.
like howitzers. asemic
rice cooker to a fish if not
shot-put at the carnival?
desire interprets coiled socks
behind the postage.
gunfire muffins potato.
the meatdiamonds squiggle an
intentional dawn.
statum legitin ot. whert.
asemic sea writing already with
wgich whuch already with
the dragons of desperation a
stopsign away
sea-level forever
than porch-swing intractable
radish erasure cabbage with
the four for flour equestrian
train quest letters are more
surely visible than possible
dismiss such intduelgents
bag texts like nails in a frog!
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it tongue house roanoke bean port
dna tableglands precipitated
mouse knoll decreased water
wheels beef ore bead ink toad



tune thoughst phases of the
glyph day job angels cut and
plaster beastdance happenings
ing-loot parsecs fluxus the
red foot so many documentary
communists in the independent
underground so few institutional
timeshare insurance companies
left advertising the box of gas

must have purse the bacon fat approach
by a cook, made like a highway, loose
and smiling. then horses are clean as
a knife and sweet like nobodies business
plan. quick things peach ever plottir to
their rooms. what stood by the door in
uncivilized dismay. disarray face liquid
forgets, guess by the cluster to counter
a few foam moments. fire, a moments
eviction notice, halo nose in a soapsoup,
killed and swallowed the rolling
bees. sprawling horrors, melted into
the steampunk.
-- skinny professors?
-- an educated modesty.
-- lightning.
-- properties more or less emotional after april.
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t to the lo is gratitude.



french is comr possi
than bur.
,m.lwmklw;lw;l][-04jut ..
tailspin ear
perhaps unclear
in perth: w[]pre choosing
the RED
carrotdiamondegg seems:
choices are texts, like
eggrolls, boardwalk.
noiomknnkokokoknnoknkopknkono
abro numbers visual
increasingly ing-mind
70s noun up the semina.
NPIBPBBIPBPJI= arbates of
robotnotions around a solo
moon. epoch true for
luck-of-the-plastic ((((((
superfine #00000000))
escape cove-mane in esse
expe ir-texts never an
eye for a dictionary on the
clock or out of work
pos-noof magenta poetics:
mMPOMmPpMMppoMlpmmpoM
exposure. interrogated
boompanda center inter
enter center (frame) bars
no responsibility for the
restaurant of the same
name; OJIKIoklKLJIOKLpP,lomK
functions of french glass
under absurd burrrritttto
the perfect clam as
anything is moned: no longer
interests its primary
buyers, inquiry increasingly
ing-real structures
themselves initially
powerlines 5-t to beijiij
in a basket thy utility bill.
wanted t osleep in perpetuity
on the other side of what



matters --=---=-=---[--=-==
-=-+-_=-=-=_=-=_==-=-=_=-=_+
wanted to, O sleep
0 sleep physics thereby
air conditioner unleaded herbs
no sausage no site in suitcase.
EGGS spleen to toe
explained
two-toed
t tuh the th criticism how
yolk is tense intent 109+?
convex brightly cylindrical
persist! given: the
cabbage - vanished! - whole
sacks of - salads! - while
muskrat musk luggage
intensity socks encyclopedia
permissible for one to
evanesce nor change the
world nor dominant dormant
hacksaw pessissismism twelve.
how many signatures so far?
in relation redeen end-on
rectangular speaking commons.
wa t w th be th
the. unwound in a corner
impersonal bodies there
only a snack of differences
since 1975:
-- crackers
-- pre-judician review
-- car-banishing ritual
-- pickle (pickles)
entrenched stripes
immediately punctuate.
-M-mMO-k0kmOM-kMlmM-0K-omMm-l
outraged 99% of january,
top-to-bottom. set aside the
table is a likely clue to
seem. oiOuuuiUOiuUuOIoiUOIuUOui!
flew left sorking marx in
working ing-what are
(without) cloudknots across



the leafgrain disappeared
perpendicular. constantly
-- paper
-- (proper)?
-- banner
-- banter.
tables seriously of the
particular. sway. whatsuch?
klOKOomi ACROSS squared would
ramp slantofrivers
architecture;;; grasp ..  they


